PA I N T E D G L A S S TA K E S W A L L S TO A N E W D I M E N S I O N

Splashes of Contemporary Style
Painted Glass complements contemporary architectural design
Glass is one of the most versatile materials used in Australia today. Whether dramatically bold or subtly elegant,
glass can transition from traditional architectural form through to innovative, contemporary statements in urban design.
What started out as an alternative to a few courses of tiles behind a vanity or sink has grown to become a new way
of designing, building and decorating both commercial and domestic interiors.
Perfect for all surfaces that require a tough, flat, high gloss finish, Painted Glass panels look stunning as splashbacks,
cupboard doors, shelves, bench tops, internal doors and a myriad of wall applications from bathrooms to entrance halls.
From its origins as a splashback option to replace tiles in bathrooms and kitchens, Painted Glass comes complete with
many practical advantages:
+	From an aesthetic perspective, the number of joints across all applications is limited through the size of single panel
or a limited number of panels depending on surface area requirements
+

When compared to a tile finish, Painted Glass avoids the issue of dirt and grime found in tile grout

+

Painted Glass is easy to clean

+	With paint being applied to the surface next to the wall or specific surface, the Painted Glass cannot be scratched,
nor will it loose colour through fading

The Art of Painted Glass
Colour your world to reflect your
personality and style
Painted Glass is a solid colour applied directly to toughened glass.
The colour can be matt or metallic and is suitable for clear, low
iron or acid etched glass.
The JELD-WEN Glass Australia process involves the toughened
glass passing through a computer programmed spray booth,
where panels lie horizontally. They are sprayed by a 4 head nozzle
to ensure colour accuracy and an even paint distribution. The
panels are then put through a drying process that ensures effective
adhesion to the glass surface.

ALWAYS A BRILLIANT
MATCH WITH OUR
COLOUR MATCHING
SERVICE
Our standard range of colours is anything but
standard! That’s because our colour matching
service provides you the opportunity to custom
match to any reference fabric, wall colour or
accessory statement piece to truly reflect your
personal style or interior design theme.

Glass can transition
from traditional
architectural
form through to
contemporary
statements in
urban design.

To ensure colour accuracy, should further panels
be required after an initial project has been
completed, records and paint batches are stored
for up to 3 months.
Painted Glass is available on both clear and low
iron glass to ensure colour accuracy. However,
it should be considered when choosing a Painted
Glass colour, that the iron content in glass distorts
the glass colour slightly to create a familiar greenish
tint. To minimise, and virtually negate this effect,
we recommend using low iron glass – especially
when lighter Painted Glass finishes are selected.

ORDERING – IT’S
ALL IN THE DETAIL
When specifying and ordering Painted Glass,
please confirm the following:
+

Glass Type and Thickness

+

Edgework Finish

+ 	Any processing (holes, notches etc) – A
drawing would need to be provided to
show all the relevant details
+ 	All drawings are viewed from the room,
looking at the non-painted surface
+ 	When specifying the colour, ensure the
following is captured:
- The paint manufacturer’s name
- The name of the colour
- The paint code for the colour

The Technical Mandatories
Glazing compounds and sealants may react with the Painted Glass.
+	For all installations JELD-WEN Glass Australia recommends a
non-acidic silicone with a neutral base be used
+	Storage Instructions: Glass should be stored in an upright
position, under the following conditions:
– In a dry, well-ventilated warehouse
– Under no circumstances stored outside
– G
 lass should be separated with cork pads/paper
interleaving for transport
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